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DRISHTI 0 SRISHTI /  VISION M D  CREATION

1» To see, hear or feel a thing cat of contact with its utility 

needs application and practice; it is here that aesthetic 

expedience is born,

2* This non-ut ilitarian vision is the unusual, may fee unnatural, 

vision of a child or poet or artist*

S. As children, human beings are unequipped to follow the laws and 

limitations of the work-a-day world; they depend for this more on 

their parents than on their senses, and, therefore, gain opportu

nity to see ordinary things with a greater sense of wonder than 

the grown-ups; so their minds get attracted by various things and 

events in greater messure and play with them longer, with engro

ssed delight.

4. Vestiges of this childlike vision of vronder can be seen in the

grown-ups too in certain situations; moonrise, sunrise, the rising

of the morning star, the opening of a flower, the roiling of 

clouds, a ffesh of lightning, a piece of diamond, a stone of 

strange structure, s curious ornament, an unusual sea-shell,

all these, throw even them into excitement and delight*

5. In the childrs vision the objects of nature are full of delight

•v

mystery, but when man grows within his needs, he slowly loses 

the freshness of his vision and comes to consider the whole world 

as having been made to serve his ends and refuses to have any 

truck with things that do not do so; painting and poetry are 

things that he would rather throw into the dust bin.'
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6 . To think that this childlike freshness can be brought into

our vision by affectation is a great mistake; a child expresses

itself without affectation; it strives to reach, know, hold and 

project its environment directly with its heartrs sensibility#

SILPA 0 BHASHA /ART AND LANGUAGE

7m If I collaborate with a student who has no enthusiasm to paint

but has the taste for writhg a grammar of art, it may be I can

write a grammar of art; but I have no courage to do so^fOr a 

grammar, whether of the language of vord or of vision, is 

anathema to me*

S. Like most people can write letters, with some initiation they can 

also paint; but how many have the ability to paint or write 

effectively?

SXLPE.R SACBALATA 0 ACHALATA/  CHANGE AND CHANGELESSNESS IN ART

9. Any one who uses language wants to shoot it straight from the 

heart like an arrow but when it gets loaded and reinforced with 

rules and norms its pace slackens into that of a crawling 

tortoise*

10# "When feeling plays truant, a piece of writing may still be

trussed up with ornaments of speech and picturesque vocabulary 

aid made to go some way, but its plight will be that of a paper 

butterfly, it will glide for a vjhile and then fall to the ground.

11* A language that intones the unchangeable, that gives form to the 

formless aid rolls the inert into motion cannot be acquired 

without effort*
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saudarybr sandhan/ search  for beauty

12. What the mind can accept and hold is beauty, v»hat it finds hard to 

hold is its opposite.

13. You can’ t see your image of beauty in another's mirror*

14. This small nest of our being is built of layers of peace and conflict,

pleasure and pain, beauty and uglinessi within it  a mans life gets a
•<ncmuf«-ry^ .

glimpse of eternal beauty and goes into a raonetg/  flicker of dream 

like a drop of dew.

15. I f  art could realise complete beauty, this draaa would have ended 

long ago*

16. Artists, mystics and poets play around vath taeauty, while aril? scholars 

sit on its chest and count its ribs.

17. To realise beauty in answer to one • s heart's desire is its true:

realisationj not its realisation at another's wish or behest.

18. In the history of art we observe that when a people or a group hold on

to something as a traditional ideal their aesthetic experience gets

impaired and art declines in quality.

19* A H  ideals are time-bound and cannot be of perpetual advantage.

Tastes change, ideals change# what was considered proper at oie time 

comes to be considered improper in another* once people wore tufts, now 

they wear ties, once they wore buskins, now they wear bootsi this goes 

on.

20. There are no immutable norms of beauty and non-beautyj sô  vtereever 

you go there will be disputes about themi in fact only the one who 

accepts this ambivalence —- this unresolved mixture of pleasure and 

pain, light and shadow, beauty and non-beauty, this existential mish 

mash of truth, beauty and blessedness —  can have a rounded and 

unique experience of beauty.

21. Great artists do not come to build ideals of beauty but to explode 

such super-structures^ as grow from time to time^ and push tnem into 

the running stream of life , in which beauly and non-beauty flow 

together.
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MAT 0 MANTRA /  VIEWS AND INSIGHTS

22. xf today's Indian art, insteadbf being a search for the 

unrealised and the unknown, is taken up wLth the worship at the 

art of antiquity or the latest contemporary art, it will probably 

manage to raise a peal of bells at the shrine of art tut the reigni

ng goddess will not be there, even for a minute*

23. The rain cloud sails in like a grey pigeon, the autumn cloud 

appears with the light wing of the white swan, the spring sprouts 

come wrapped in their veils of green but man, who comes to witness 

this pageant of beauty.comes unadorned and nakedj the cold assails 

him, the heat broils him, the real world oppresses him and the whole 

creation wants to close him up in its fortress of mysteryj while

he dreams of the invisible and the unknown and, within this, 

transforms his vision,within creation and outside it , this un

defeated representative of the first artist, master of both the 

inner and outer worlds.

SI IP A SASTBBR KRIYAKAND /  WOFK METHODS IK THE ART TREATISES

24. We shall have to realise that our Silpa sastras are not silpa

Sastras in the real sense of the wordi what mention our art skills 

receive in them is piece-mea& and occasional! a major part of 

them hardly receives any mention at all*

25. It would be impossible for us to live in the structures of those

daysj under their stupendous weight of stone we shall choke for 

want of light and air.

26. It may be true that there can be no art without a past but it is 

equally true that no art can survive out of contact wLth the 

present. The right relationship between these will la& like that 

of the top sprouts of a tree with thj seed at the bottom, 

shrouded in the mystery of the past.

27. The artist is a workman* he has to wo rk. His first responsibility 

is to grasp what is around him, in his land, and his second to taifc
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what comes to him from outside, making it his own* the third would 

be to practice his art and not verbalise about it.

No book or lecture can expound art as clearly as a vtrk of art can.

SILPER K3IYAKAND/ ART METHODS

28. The good and bad in art is related to how little or how much it i£ 

mechanical . . . .  In a good work of art feeling supercedes its 

technical qualities.

29. A large part of our treatises ^on sculpture, painting, architecture 

and the like are accounts of vfrat has been built or painted or
A

written or sung without any recourse to them,

30. Books that are centuries old cannot contain today’ s facts. To call 

them Sastras is a mistake* it  is like calling encyclopedias gospels.

31. Those who are creative » r k  through the past, present and futurej 

those who are not accept the bondage of the old or the new.

SIIPER KRIYAPRAKRIYAR 3HAI0 MANDO /  VAHJES OF METHODS AND CONVENTIONS

32. The maker of garlands matches one flower with another 1 his 

delight and expertise consists In this? that it ties together

two people for life it is another matter. He does not make it for 

himself or his sweetheart* day after day he makes all varieties 

of garlands for others} why should he do so if  a kind of delight 

was not hidden in his craft itself?

33. I f  a hunted animal comes and gives itself upj> the hunter will get 

no pleasure out of it .

34. A piece of art hardly reveals the artists strugglei this gets iqp 

wiped out in the process of its realisation, por this reason when 

we shall still miss the magic the original artist discovered 

throu,bdi it . So one man* s technique cannot be taken up by another* 

any such effort will be a mistake * the futility of this struggle 

will leave its mark on the finished work.
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35. The reason why no artist comes out of our art schools is that the?^, 

students slog within strict rules and do not get a chance to enjoy 

their work* in their training to be painters and sculptors* their 

haids get mechanically adept^, but their minds starve and fret.

36 . The path of purity is hard indeed 1 it is narrow and short and 

contrived} it is more like a stagnant ditch or puddie 1 I cannot 

see any sense in leading Indian art that way*

37. It may be that the confinement of Indian art within the rules of 

tradition may preserve it  frfitn hybridisation} but the senile and 

deathly hediousness this outrage will force on it will be beyond 

all repair.

38. The Silpa gastras (themselves) ■ say that an artist! haids are 

always pure whether he makes the image of a god or an ape or a 

hybrid of god and ape and bird together, if  he is a real artist and 

makes these in his mind's delight} their purity needs no further 

testemony.

39* So like India has not one religion, Indian art has no exclusive 

purity.

40 . Any society, art, philosophy or science is always impure when it  is 

growing. Indian art did not fight shy of contacts with the art of 

Greece, of the hill cultures or the primitives.

4-1. it  is precisely because the roots of Indian art and culture are

entrenched in this delight of growth, making India larger than Hindu 

India, Indian art greater than Hindu art that Indian art has lived 

and grown,- while Greece died, Egypt disappeared, china got totally 

cramped by its conventions! and did not need to be embalmed and 

preserved in oil like Dasratha* s corpse.

42. Art*s gait is the gait of free delight, wi ether it consists of the 

weilding of hammer or brush, the melting of gold or cutting of 

diamonds or singing a tune or beating a measure-, not the gait of 

India 's caparisoned elephant, prodded or restrained by sastras ... 

Art's progress has to be unrestrained progress, so the saying, 

'Poets, they are the unrestrained*.
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SI 1FAVRITTI /  THE ART ACTIVITY

43. lake man's past years don't repeat art doesn’ t repeat either.

JaTI 0 SHI IP A /  AST AND NATIONALISM

44. Knowing art through the classifications based on differences of 

age, society or individual, is knowing it from the outside, 

historically* There is another way of knowing, which is through 

sensibilityj here the ethnic and historical considerations are of 

little value, even if  they exist.

45. So we see that a society's art can be studied within its social 

tradition, or it can be separated from its social context and 

studied for itself and its techniques, or it can be experienced 

with sensibility, all three. Art scholars take the first way, 

artists and craftsmen the second and men of sensibility follow the 

third way in an effort to get to the work's inner essenoe.

46. The perception of a man of sensibility is different from that of 

a man of taste in that the former comprehends the rationale of a 

vork but goes beyond it to contact it with his sensibility while k 

the latter bypasses this rationale and goes by his taste alone, 

implying what is  good for him should be good for others.

4jy. I f  our forefathers have left in our ancestral mansion permanent 

testaments of their creativity, this has happened in every other 

country. But the astonishing fact in ours is that all the succeeding 

generations have lived like they did; with the same ways of dressing 

and woricing, the same dancing and music, the same paintings, the 

same chandeliers, although the time kept changing. I ttould characterise 

this as a brutish mating of the past and the present) keeping the past 

alive at the expense of the presentj this sterile relationship does 

certainly not forebode well for art.

48. National education can be real only i f  it recognizes the reality 

of change.
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4-9 • Would one call a (goose* C hains ay  a (s u pe r- go ose  ̂tv arama - h am s a?)

if it wants to lay a three-century old egg? Similarly if  today's 

society wants to invoke the spirit of the past in a feat of 

necromancy, its usefulness will be ^dubious,

50. On the string of time?today's morning is beaded side by side with 

yesterday's morning, today *s society with yesterday's society* on 

the same string haigs our ancient culture, with its wealth of 

literature, music, art, science and philosophy, as a priceless 

jewel. The greatest responsibility of ourjpresent society will be 

to add something on to it which will compare with what has gone 

before, by way of virtue, learning, or intelligence. O^r contri

bution^ however paltry and inconsequential like a splinter of glass, 

or sod of earthy or blemish on the face of the moon, vi. 11 be irre

trievably there in the series. May be?someone in posterity will 

write a favourable treatise on it or expound it  in a university 

lecture, investing it with philosophic meaning and malting it  seem 

profound* may be someone else will criticise it in the most 

stringent terms as an excresjslnce^together wilh our presentday life 

and culture.

ARUP NA RUP /  THE FORM OF THE FORMIESS

51. A veena can be seen^ but one cannot see the tune played on it,* 

though one can judge from it what kind of tfeena it is .

52. There are three aspects of form, first the shape and characteristics, 

then the inherent emotional content and third, where these two meet, 

the emergent feeling.

53* The main purpose of painting poetry or music is not to project

the image of the artist* it  is where the artist is hidden that the 

effect is complete.
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54. a real gift is one that hides the donorj one that pushes him 

forward is a trivial gift. Tfce fulfilment of artistic 

creation is where the colour and form of the *ork makes you 

forget the artist; its gift of beauty is enough to satisfy 

your heafct.

55. All Indian art, whether ancient or modem, has to be rated good 

or bad, high or low, by its form alone. It is a mistake to 

think that packaging them up with philosophy and praise will 

bring them their status in the world of art.

56. Where the form takes in nature’ s clarities and ambiguities, 

where the sound and tone are natural, wn ere movement and action 

have a natural rhythm, there beauty comes in . otherwise, i t ’ s 

a distasteful mess.

RUPAVIDYA /  ART

59. Those who deem art a pastime can change to something else when
N

their interest in it  wears down, But to the really involved 

art is not child’ s play* as Rabindranath says, *It is no sport, 

it is the heartfs ordeal of fire’ j art is the standing testemony 

to man’ s burning quest for unexpressed form, unexhausted experience.
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